Orbridge Goes Beyond Green

**Green Printing Initiative**

All office and production paper waste is recycled – including all brochure paper. All used aluminum press plates are recycled. Soy inks are primarily used. All unused ink is recycled.

The company is a Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) Certified Printer. FSC certification ensures the paper used contains fiber from well-managed and responsibly harvested forests.

100% of production and office carbon footprint is offset by purchasing Wind Power Renewable Energy Credits (RECs).

**Green Office Initiative**

Orbridge employees recycle all paper and refuses all plastics.

Orbridge only emails Confirmation and Program Documents to guests to avoid excessive paper use (however, a printed copy will be mailed to guests by request).

Orbridge provides guests with refillable water canteens to avoid using bottled water.

In 2019, **Orbridge** will plant **100,000 trees** throughout **Wisconsin** in partnership with the **WDNR Division of Forestry**

Our partners in **Ecuador** were chosen as finalists for the **Tourism for Tomorrow Award**, the world’s top accolade in **sustainable tourism**. Additionally, they were selected by **Conde Nast** to receive the **World Saver Award** – given to companies that demonstrate **powerful communal change** within the industry.

The **African Wildlife Trust**, our **Kenya** and **Tanzania** partners’ conservation fund has been involved in assisting **communities** and **conservation** for over four decades, including **fighting against poaching**.

Our partners in **Northern Italy** have **sustainability, people, and nature** at the core of their business philosophy. The company constantly works to reduce Co2 emissions and have been the first among wine companies to **track carbon footprint**. All grape harvesting is **done by hand**.

Our partners in **Machu Picchu** are committed to promoting tourism in the **Patacancha Valley** **communities successfully and sustainably**.